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SlobodanMilosevic has been at The Hague for a lit-
tle more than a year, the first head of state to face a
war crimes tribunal since the crime of genocide was
codified in theUNCharter. The former autocrat stands
accused of sixty-six accounts of war crimes, includ-
ing ethnic cleansing in Croatia, Bosnia and Kosova;
the murder of civilians and prisoners; and genocide in
Bosnia.

Milosevic has spent much of his time engaged in
bluster against the West for the benefit of his audi-
ence in Serbia. He is being “crucified,” he says, and the
accusations are all lies, part of a Western “Nazi” con-
spiracy to destroy socialist Yugoslavia. If anything re-
motely similar to these crimes occurred, he insists, he
hadnothing to dowith it.Milosevic cavils about details,
displays a flamboyant indifference to the suffering de-
scribed, and coldlymocks witnesses, many of them vic-
tims of his storm troopers during the planned pogrom
against the Albanian Kosovars in 1999. [1]

The catastrophe in the former Yugoslavia, Milose-
vic contends, is nothing but part of a “strategic concept in realizing global control” by the West, which is “subju-
gating countries throughout the world [and] causing … conflicts between the Slav andMuslim nations in the hope
that they will kill each other or at least weaken each other so much that control may be established over them in
a weakened state.” [2] Though Milosevic’s claim that the Western powers caused Slavs and Muslims to kill one an-
other is something akin to a German Nazi’s claiming that the West caused Germans and Polish Jews to kill each
other, there is obviously an iota of truth in his denunciations of Western domination. As old folklore reminds us,
the Devil wraps his lies in truths all the more to mislead.

Nevertheless, gradually and inexorably, the evidence is mounting against him. [3] As Norman Cigar (who has
collected evidence on war crimes in the former Yugoslavia since the mid-1990s) and Paul Williams have written,
there is a substantial bodyof evidence in thepublicdomainalone to support the indictmentofMilosevic “oncharges
of genocide, crimes against humanity, violation of the laws and customs of war, and grave breaches of the Geneva
Conventions of 1949.” Milosevic was not only aware of the crimes of his underlings, he was “extensively involved,
providingboth support anddirection” to the campaigns, and “knewandapprovedof the support the agenciesunder
his control were providing” to the various military formations carrying out his grisly enterprise on the ground. [4]



The prosecution is working at some disadvantage, largely without the benefit of critical internal documents—
which Serbia’s current government has proved unwilling to provide for reasons that should be obvious. The Court
has also excluded much of the forensic information on massacres, gathered soon after the 1999 war, even though
such testimony has been allowed in other tribunals. [5] Thus, it may not be possible to get Milosevic’s fingerprints
on the proverbial smoking gun. But even if the prosecutors were to mishandle the case completely (and there is
some difference of opinion as to whether they are doing an adequate job), or if they were to get their conviction in
something less than completely clear circumstances, such outcomes would hardly suggest Milosevic’s innocence.
Anyonewho closely observed the fourwarsMilosevic ignited and conducted had to bewell aware of his intimate re-
lationship with crimes of the Yugoslav army, police and paramilitary gangs like those of Vojislav Seselj and Zeljko
Raznjatovic, known as Arkan (whom Milosevic apparently had rubbed out after the 1999 war to prevent his for-
merminion fromproviding evidence against him).Milosevic’s command relationshipwith the brutal ethno-fascist
mini-states that did his dirty work—the now defunct Krajina Serb “republic” and the still extant product of ethnic
cleansing andmass murder, the Bosnian Serb entity—should also be obvious. [6]

Milosevic playswell in Serbia. That thismassmurderer, who is arguablymore responsible than any other single
individual for the bloody wars of Yugoslav dissolution, can now pose as a victim of the New World Order and be
taken seriously by large numbers of Serbs back home is sad testimony to the fascist mass psychology of victimol-
ogy, projection and denial under which Serbia languishes. Such delusion not only exemplifies the present postwar
slough (or is this only another interwar phase?) that has seized Serbia, where one can easily buy calendars and
posters celebrating war criminals Ratko Mladic and Radovan Karadzic; it has festered to one degree or another
since the early days of the Yugoslav meltdown, when masses of Serbs, succumbing to nationalist demagogy, or-
dained their new Tsar Lazar to power in the late 1980s to forge a Greater Serbia, and then threw flowers at the
tanks heading off to pulverize multiethnic Vukovar, just inside Croatia, in 1991.

Four legs good; two legs bad
Anyone outside the nationalist thrall in Serbia would have to be an idiot to takeMilosevic’s prevarications seri-

ously, but in theWest there are, to borrow Lenin’smemorable phrase, plenty of useful idiots whose four-legs-good-
two-legs-bad oppositionism I have previously described in these pages. [7] This band includes leftists who deny the
existence of Serbian killing camps in Bosnia or even the massacre at Srebrenica, and an International Committee
toDefend SlobodanMilosevic, a red-brown front of leftists and Serb ethno-nationalists that, perhaps, will also take
up the cases of Mladic and Karadzic, if they are ever apprehended.

There have been such weird moments in the past. One is reminded of the Communist Party line defending
Hitler’s Germany against that Old World Order during the Hitler-Stalin Pact, and vilifying the proletarian upris-
ing in 1956 in Hungary in which a handful of fascists may have also gotten their licks in. There were also the fos-
sils who defended the crushing of Czechoslovakia’s attempt to create a socialism with a human face in 1968, and
maoist cultists who defended Pol Pot and the murderous gangsters of the Peruvian Shining Path. This kind of re-
flexive pseudo-opposition is not exclusively a Stalinist phenomenon; not too long ago certain ultra-lefts in France
started out arguing that therewas no difference between the crimes committed byWestern democracies and those
committed by the fascist powers and ended up insisting that a statement denying the Nazi genocide altogether de-
served equal consideration with the assertion that the camps existed. [8]

Radicals know too well that the US government lies, and that the media—particularly television—generally
broadcast the lies as received truths. And they know that when imperialist ideologues crow about defending civi-
lization they are for the most part sanctimoniously and venally doing so to cover up the vast crimes of the empire
itself.

On the other hand, if the imperialist powers or TheNewYork Times or anyone else cites, say, gravity as the reason
why objects fall to earth, it would be notable foolishness, as well as an extraordinary waste of time, to contest this
part of the dominant paradigm. And yet some seem intent on doing something like that. This is the case of the
Alternative Press Review—which is published and edited by anarchists, no less, andwhich prides itself on being “Your
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Guide Beyond theMainstream”—in printing the “censored” (their word) “Statement of SlobodanMilosevic on The
Illegitimacy of the Hague Tribunal” in their Spring 2002 issue.

It is not worth addressing every detail of the tangle of ignorance and manipulation in this spread, from its
befuddled introduction, to Milosevic’s maledictions, to an accompanying piece of agitprop by some outfit calling
itself “The World Socialist Website;” it is a blithering mess. But for openers, the idea that Milosevic has been cen-
sored is inane; his statement is available on the internet and has been covered widely, even broadcast in part on
CNN. Milosevic makes good media; what has been far less reported is the detailed testimony of his victims, the
actual terms of the war crimes conventions, or the complex workings of the tribunal itself. If the mainstream has
demurred from printingMilosevic’s rantings in their entirety or from giving him his own talk show (after all, they
already have enough right-wing talk show hosts), many Balkan info publications and even some mainstream Eu-
ropean and American publications have done a better, more nuanced andmore realistic job than APR in apprising
their readers of the issue.

Despite some thought-provoking and useful contributions to alternative publishing (including, I should say
in the interest of disclosure, my articles and articles by other FE writers, and including as well, several articles in
the very same issue on the wars in Colombia and Afghanistan, the sanctions against Iraq, and other matters), the
APR has been dismal on the issue of the Balkans. They have given ample space to the stalinist hack and Milosevic
apologistMichael Parenti, and printed one of themore cheerfully inhumane articles about the 1999war I have seen.
In this execrable piece in the Spring/Summer 1999 issue, “Twenty ReasonsWhyNATO’sWar Sucks,” authorsMark
Aims and Matt Taibbi comment that in comparison with Central America, etc., the pogrom against the Albanian
Kosovars was a “parking lot scuffle.” They explain, “The Serbs were behaving with relative restraint in Kosovo last
year.” In this case “relative restraint”meant attacking villages and carrying outmassacres, driving some three hun-
dred thousand people out of their homes and into the hills, or out of the country altogether. This massive violence
occurred in the summer of 1998, after a decade of fierce apartheid repression against the nonviolent resistance of
the Albanian Kosovars, and well before Rambouillet.

Citing British Defense Minister George Robertson’s perfectly reasonable statement in 1999 that the West was
“confronting a regime … intent on genocide,” Aims and Taibbi sneer, “Just so we don’t forget, ‘genocide’ means to
kill everyone in a race”—whichwouldmean that even the genocides against the Jews, East Timorese and American
Indians wouldn’t qualify. Comparisons of Hitler and Milosevic, they insist, “insult the public’s intelligence,” since
“Hitler killed six million Jews; he made lampshades out of little children; he tried to take over the whole world.
Milosevic is a monster, but he’s not close to a record like that. Comparing Milosevic to Hitler proves that the US
government no longer trusts its citizens to make real moral distinctions.”

Having been in a few parking lot scuffles myself, I find their comparison odious. Apparently, these compla-
cent fellows didn’t even notice that the distinctions they were making were not moral or qualitative but rather
merely proportional and quantitative. Milosevic and his legions may not take first place in a competition with the
Guatemalan and Salvadoran juntas, and they weren’t exactly Hitler, but how bad did they have to be to make the
club? Such crude and derisive sophistry reflects the notorious incapacity of shallow ideologues to identify with or
even to recognize the authentic suffering of real human beings.

An age of institutionalized injustice
It was disappointing to see that FE collaborator (and APR contributing editor) Allan Antliff had written the

introduction to Milosevic. [9] Antliff (and with him presumably APR editors Jason McQuinn, Chuck Munson and
Tom Wheeler) agrees with the premise of the tribunal that, as he begins in his introduction, Milosevic “engaged
in numerous crimes of war and genocide.” One can only wonder why these anarchists expend so much energy
protesting Milosevic’s getting some portion of his just deserts.

Though mob executions are hardly consonant with anarchist values, I find myself attracted to the Ceaucescu
solution, which was a common demand on signs and in chants at protests in Belgrade during the early 1990s. Per-
haps a better alternative, also on demonstrators’ placards, urged, “Slobo, Save Serbia—Kill Yourself.” On the other
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hand, despite its limitations, the trial is giving victims something like their day in court, and has brought and will
continue to bring important information to light.

Milosevic, Antliff explains, “is being tried under the umbrella of international justice, or so we are told. But
why is Milosevic the one state criminal to be singled out for trial?” He cites, quite appropriately in my opinion, the
transparent hypocrisy of an international order in which Ariel Sharon butchers Palestinians, Chinese despots do
businesswith theUS, andRussia, havingwaged itsmonstrouswar against theChechenpopulation, joins the global
crusade against “terrorism.” The editors do not “endorse Milosevic’s posturing as a legitimate force of opposition”
to this world capitalist order, Antliff assures the reader—“far from it.” Then, he continues, quite inappropriately,
that “given his demonization in the Western media and the suppression of his voice,” and given Western double
standards, “Milosevic’s statement contesting the legitimacy of the International Criminal Tribunal throws consid-
erable light on why the leaders of Western governments have targeted him for sanction. He is one of them and
knows how they work.”

One could argue that because we live in an age of institutionalized injustice, and because other enormous
crimes are therefore not being addressed—the crimes, specifically, of someof the sponsors of theHagueTribunal—
then this tribunal is illegitimate. Jacques Ellul made such a claim during the Nuremberg trials. The trial, he said,
had “nothing to do with civilization condemning crime or war, but only the stronger doing what they want to the
weaker. That is why we cannot speak of a division into good and evil, but only between conquerors and conquered.
Was it possible that this relationship would become just?”

This is a suitable question in the present case. Can those who are plundering the world, devastating whole
regions economically and ecologically for their own gain, and militarily when they are challenged, bring justice
where there has been only injustice? This needs to be said, and repeated, for the sake of those who naively presume
the NewWorld Order capable of resolving the conflicts and conflagrations that characterize its reign.

In 1947 Ellul argued that the Nazi exterminations were “not a single episode conditioned by politics or war. All
thismurderous activity is basedona conceptionof theworld that comesdirectly fromthegivensof our civilization,”
that “Human beings are onlymatter.Why havemore respect for thismatter than for any other?” Real justice would
have had to confront not only “the visible consequences” of this state of affairs, “but also … the causes. It should
have called into question not just nazi concentration camps, but the concentration camp itself, including those of
Russia, Spain or France. It should have called into question not only anti-Semitism but racism, including that of
England and the USA—and so on, up to the values of a civilization that manufactures these widespread facts.”

Referring directly to the horrors of the first nuclear terror bombings, in a passage anticipating his own pro-
found critique of technology, he observed, “it is easier to push a button and so unleash an atomic bomb that kills
a hundred thousand people than to plunge a knife into the stomach of your adversary. It is easier to sign a decree
than to lean on a button, one signature among a thousand an administrator makes every day. In the enormous
abstraction of our civilization, life and death have also become abstract; they are no longer human problems but
technical problems.” In the face of such a reality, he asked, “in the name of what is the act of the victor an act of
justice?”

Ellul’s christian anarchist perspective is compelling, and I am almost convinced. Taoism reminds us that when
the concept of justice appears, that is the sign that there is injustice; as Blake put it in Proverbs fromHell, “Prisons are
built with stones of law. Brothels with bricks of religion.” And Nuremberg, which prosecuted the Nazis selectively,
letting the German industrialists who supported and benefited from the Nazi regime off the hook, not only con-
cealed the vaster crimes of the whole civilization—colonial rapine and genocide in Africa, Asia and the Americas,
most notably—it covered up the specific war crimes against civilian populations andmass terror bombings by the
allied powers. Here too one might recall NATO’s use of cluster bombs and depleted uranium weapons, as well as
its cynical decision during the 1999 bombing campaign, in order to protect its flyers and equipment, to fly at such
heights that civilian casualties were inevitable—all of which are war crimes.

But in the present case at least the implicit refusal to consider any justice until justice as a whole is attained
strikes me as hopelessly utopian. Even Ellul praised, in contrast with the flawed justice of the tribunals, the spon-
taneous popular cry for justice, and even vengeance, of the victims of the war. This cry, he said, “demanded that
things respond to a certain justice. But, as we have seen, the law they asked for was impossible to realize in the
absence of a stable scale of values.” [10] To push such an argument too far in the present context, in the face of the
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real suffering of Milosevic’s victims, would be to undermine a limited good with a (highly ideological) notion of
the best. I prefer to let Milosevic hang (which, strictly speaking, he will not, even if he is convicted) than to dissem-
inate specious arguments about his relative innocence. Milosevic is guilty. His victims count in the hundreds of
thousands, and the grim historical legacy of his misdeeds is incalculable.

On darkness and light
Clearly, the idea that Milosevic could say anything enlightening to us, or anything that was not so larded with

lies andmisinformation as to be utterly useless, is ludicrous. Do the APR editors really think anarchists or radicals
wouldhave benefited anyone’s understanding of the SecondWorldWar byprinting the rationalizations ofGerman
Nazis? When Israel tried the Nazi bureaucrat Eichmann in 1961, prosecutors used the trial to focus exclusively on
Jewish suffering as well as to legitimize the colonial-settler state that had recently despoiled the Palestinians; but
did thatmean that radicals should print Eichmann’s analysis of the SecondWorldWar? [11] In an e-mail tome APR
editor ChuckMunson said he had agreed to publishMilosevic as an expression of “free speech.” Such thinking fails
to recognize the simple truth that Milosevic deserves to be heard far less than do his victims, who have not had
much copy in the mainstream or alternative press by my reckoning.

Indeed, perhaps APR will now decide to print Pol Pot on the well-known destruction of Cambodian society by
the United States, a catastrophe that ushered his ownmovement into power. Or why not print SaddamHussein or
the Taliban, whose cesspool regimes have come under more intense attack from the US than just about any other
in recent memory? And shall the Rwandan genocidaires, who also have not been given their Times op ed, be given
space to counter the censorship of the mainstream? At a time when the means available to radical publishing are
so painfully scarce, there are more coherent, and less grotesquely self-serving texts to offer a deeper argument
about justice and the limits of tribunals than the declamations, with their pseudo-legalistic aura (more than five
pages of them), of this pathological liar and palpably guilty fascist—whose guilt, in fact, the APR editors say they
recognize—and of his gaggle of apologists. [12]

Speaking of Rwanda, not even Antliff’s claim that Milosevic has been “singled out” is quite accurate. Even
though the trial got far less coverage, thefirst person to be foundguilty of genocide by amodern international court
was Jean-Paul Akayesu, the former mayor of the Rwandan town of Taba, convicted by the International Criminal
Tribunal for ordering the killing of two thousand people. [13] Croat, Serb and Bosnian Muslim war criminals have
been tried and some convicted, and they continue to be indicted and tried.

One also is reminded of the case of Augusto Pinochet, who also found himself at the receiving end of such
treatment, at least from bourgeois Spain and England. His case also raises interesting questions about the nature
of justice. For one thing, even the conviction of Pinochet would also have been pitifully inadequate. It would have
been too little and too late, and would have left plenty of his collaborators, at least for the time being, unscathed
(though it has, happily, put some heat on Henry Kissinger). Certainly, even if it had brought focus on the roles of
Nixon andKissinger, such a trial and convictionwould have left thewhole systemof injustice intact. I didn’t hear of
leftists or anarchists printing Pinochet’s useful insider insights, or protesting the injustice of that selective justice.
And I was glad they didn’t. I rather enjoyed the spectacle of the general in his labyrinth, and sympathized with the
victims demanding justice.

But what ismost bewildering about Antliff’s introduction is his claim that “Milosevic’s statement … throws con-
siderable light on why the leaders of Western governments have targeted him for sanction.” True, Antliff advises,
onemust “look beyond his lies to the truths he articulates,” but then he adds: “Cornered and desperate, [Milosevic]
throws caution to the winds and spells out the machinations that contributed to the break up of Yugoslavia.”

An alert reader is bound towonder howone is supposed to distinguish between lies and truths, andwhat “light”
is being shed. Antliff does not say; perhaps that is the job—a bizarre division of labor it seems tome for anarchists
to engage in—assigned to the apparatchiks at the World Socialist Website. But WorldSoc’s article, “The New York
Times on the Milosevic trial: a triumph of cynicism,” despite its own muddled disclaimers, essentially legitimizes
Milosevic and his victim pose. (Actually, for all I know,WorldSocmay be a single leninist hack without a party, the
lonemember of his own Fourth or Fifth or Sixth International, smoking countless cigarettes and drinking buckets
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of coffee, clacking away in his cubicle. Can’t anarchists aspiring to guide their readers beyond the mainstream do
better than to promote this discredited ideology?)

More importantly,Milosevic is hardly “throwing caution to thewinds” to reveal somedark secret knownonly to
him and theWestern powers, as Antliff suggests. His statement is exactly what he has said all along. Nor does the
defendant in anymeaningful sense “spell out themachinations that contributed to the breakupof Yugoslavia.” This
eyewash is the very Serb nationalist (and leftist) chimera of aWestern conspiracy to carve up Yugoslavia, with the
Serbs as the country’s defenders. But asmost people reasonably understood during the 1990s, evenwithout a guide
beyond themainstream news, it wasMilosevic’s machinations, not those ofWashington or Bonn or the Vatican or
Muslim fundamentalists—as various sclerotic leftists likeMichael Parenti, the International Action Center, Diana
Johnstone and such ilk propose—that destroyednot only Yugoslavia, but even the potential for peaceful interaction
among peoples of what might have become a loose federation of smaller post-Yugoslav states for a long time to
come.

Milosevic’s truths, of course, arewell known tous. TheWest is hypocritical;NATObombingwas inmanyaspects
criminal (though inwhichaspects is anotherquestion); theUSbullies andbombsnations everywhere. Furthermore,
to quote the defendant, the US keeps itself “immune from control or prosecution and above the law,” and “if the US
or any ally or client state it chose to protect was the subject of a serious effort by the Security Council to be honored
with a criminal tribunal in its own name, the US would veto the threatened action.”

Careful consideration of these claims is worthwhile, but one can read this almost anywhere in the progressive
left press—in The Nation, The Progressive, the commondreams.org website and elsewhere, even in the European
mainstream press. US opposition to a permanent war crimes court, and recent US threats to pull out of the Bosnia
peacekeeping mission altogether because of the Pentagon’s unwillingness to allow its soldiers to come under the
scrutiny of international law and courts, have been widely censured, along with US disregard for international
standards and treaties on the environment, women’s reproductive rights, nuclear proliferation, and other issues.
As for the 1999 war, Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International have both documented NATO war crimes
and possible war crimes during the bombing campaign. (All aerial bombing strikes me as fundamentally criminal,
though according to international law it is not a war crime per se; this is another discussion.) [14]

Milosevic shapes these truths to his own purpose, leavening them with exaggerated claims about the destruc-
tion of Kosova and Serbia by NATO, and with a grotesque attempt to claim the Titoist mantle of Balkan federation.
According to this national-socialist kleptocrat, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (the name for his post-Tito rump-
Yugoslavia of Serbia andMontenegro, by the way) represented “a long-term successful solution for south Slav peo-
ples” and “the remaining socialist government threatening the capitalist control of Europe. Therefore, “foreign
capital and the geopolitical interests of the US considered this a dangerous obstacle to their plans for the New
World Order, globalization, new colonialism.” The US “engaged in a decade long effort aided by several European
countries, to break up and destroy the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,” including “causing the secession” of Slove-
nia and Croatia and even having “pried away” Bosnia “and segregated [it] into an unnatural three-region religious
apartheid …”

These are apparently the machinations APR credits Milosevic for revealing, despite the night and fog of his
lies. Onemight think that US troops, and notMilosevic’s henchmen, had burned and looted villages and towns and
murdered and deported ethnic others across Bosnia in the spring and summer of 1992 to create an ethnically “pure”
territory. But Milosevic appeals to certain carve-up fantasies that conflate the sensible recognition of manifest US
hypocrisy with a notion of coherent US conspiracy.

Diplomacy on the cheap
Of hypocrisy, of course, there was an abundance; the US, as it was later understood, knew about these crimes

and did nothing, when it could have acted at relatively low cost to halt them; but that, too is another discussion. [15]
But contrary to the phantasm of a “decade long” US effort to break up Yugoslavia, dutifully parroted by theWorld-
Soc website (despite the perfunctory disclaimer it makes of vague “political opposition to” Milosevic), there has
been little noticeable attempt to break up large units like Brazil or Nigeria—or, to stay within an Eastern European
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context, even Romania, also rivenwith ethnic tension—into El Salvador-sized entities to be exploited. And despite
WorldSoc’s convenient claim that responsibility for the Yugoslav wars “rests first and foremost with the Western
powers”—convenient because these are powersWestern dissidents love to hate—the US, theWest, and the UN all
opposed break-up along the lines of the republican borders of Yugoslavia; Slovenian and Croatian republican lead-
ers Milan Kucan and Franjo Tudjman were in fact pressured into abandoning the declarations of independence
that had become their last resort against being swallowed by Milosevic’s Serb nationalist counterrevolution and
the subsequent total breakdown of constitutional authority that had already wrecked the fragile Yugoslav equilib-
rium. In fact on June 23, 1991, the EuropeanCommunity foreignministers voted- unanimously against recognition
of Slovenia and Croatia if the republics seceded. [16]

As for Milosevic’s claim that Germany was behind the breakup, also dutifully parroted by WorldSoc, leftists
have provided no motive and not a shred of evidence, no Wannsee Conference, so to speak, at which German im-
perialists decided to break up the country. The reality is that Germany was in fact involved in its own reunification
and loath to get involved, and perfectly able to exploit the former Eastern Bloc countries without bombing or di-
viding them into smaller units. But after six months of brutal war in Croatia, ten thousand dead, and the ethnic
cleansing of several hundred non-Serbs from the Krajina puppet state (as well as retaliatory ethnic cleansing of
lesser numbers of Serbs from other Croatian towns), public pressure to do something forced government officials
to push for recognition as a way to stop the fighting. And indeed, recognition did bring an end to the fighting at
the time. [17]

As for Bosnia, the Great Powers’ crime was not so much in recognizing the former republic as it was in refus-
ing to help it defend itself from aggression and, by imposing an arms embargo, allowing its attackers; with their
overwhelming military superiority, to carry out their program. Here it is worth considering not only the terrible
crimes committed by the Imperium in places like Vietnam, Indonesia, Central America and Iraq, but its crimes of
omission—its failure to prevent disasters when and where it has the power, and therefore the responsibility, to do
so.

Thus, the reality is that whileWestern leaders played to an enraged public by eloquently trumpeting their oppo-
sition to ethnic cleansing and aggression, the West and the UN chose diplomacy on the cheap and humanitarian
aid over military confrontation with the aggressors. They did so both out of confusion and blatant self-interest
(including the narrower self-interest of individual politicians, like Bush and later Clinton, who were focused on
getting reelected and doing everything to avoid complicated and possibly costly foreign military involvement).

As Branka Magas recently put it, “As Bosnia was being ‘cleansed’ of its population, so too was Europe to be
‘cleansed’ of Bosnia.” [18] Clinging to the vain hope that the Serbs might win quickly and end the problem, or that
it might simply burn itself out, theWest spent years sporadically and inadequately feeding the victims, so that the
gunners in the hills above places like Tuzla, Gorazde, Sarajevo and Srebrenica could kill them. The Bosnians joked
bitterly about this state of affairs, calling the UN Protection Force a “self-protection force,” and “eunuchs at the
orgy.” [19]

TheWest consistently appeased the Serbnationalist aggressors, aswell as theirCroat imitators, andonlyfinally
intervened militarily when politicians perceived Milosevic’s wars to be getting so far out of hand that the clamor
for action at home had become a greater political liability than action. They were also motivated in time by the
worry that they were going to be drawn into a Macedonian conflagration (still a possibility) and be swamped with
a couple of million more refugees.

No one is going to understand any of this by reading Milosevic, or WorldSoc’s fulminations over the alleged
falsehoods of a single sanctimonious and self-congratulatory New York Times editorial about the trial. Instead we
get threadbare myths of noble Serbdom and independent Yugoslavia against the world, conspiracy theories and
oil-pipeline fantasies, and slander against the Albanian Kosovars, whose armed resistance, which emerged after
more than a decade of intense Serb colonial violence (in fact more than a decade, but that is too involved a story
to tell here), is blamed for “fomenting civil war in the province” (WorldSoc). However ardent its disavowals of the
defendant, WorldSoc cements his lies firmly into place so no light could possibly shine through.
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An aggregate of truth and fable
Indeed, I never thought I’d hear myself say such a thing since becoming an anarchist twenty-five years ago,

after a decade as amarxist, butWorldSoc gives socialism a bad name. Their article is a farrago of partial truths and
less-than-half-truths, innuendo,misplaced indignation,moral vacuousness, unsubstantiated claims, and outright
lies. Apparently utterly incapable of reasoning, these hapless propagandists insist that “virtually every sentence” in
the Times editorial “contains a falsehood; some contain two or three.” Then, without even seeming to notice (didn’t
the APR editors notice?), the text proceeds to argue with issues of interpretation, and never refutes even a single
statement of fact.

WorldSoc’s version of events, also an aggregate of truth and fable, takes the Times to task for things it thinks the
newspaper “conveniently” left out; but WorldSoc conveniently leaves out a lot of history, too. Apparently, Milose-
vic’smain crimeswere stirringupnationalismto facilitatehis rise topower rather thanaddressinggrowingpoverty
in Yugoslavia, and, less coherently, that he “was incapable ofmounting a struggle against the ruinous intervention
of theWestern powers,” whatever that means, since “ruinous intervention,” however inadequate, was in reluctant
response to his genocidal policies.OurWorldSocpropagandists don’t evendeign to address thewell-knownhistory
of the massive attacks on Bosnian communities in 1992 and after, or the years of Israeli-style repression against
the non-violent intifada of the Albanian Kosovars, followed by the Central American-style counter-insurgency and
brutality against the population that led up to the 1999 war. Just as the Imperium has its worthy and unworthy
victims, so too does the fossil left. No Bosnian Muslims, Croatians or Albanians need apply.

Ironically, these clumsy ideologues ape the Western politicians they claim to denounce, confusing the causes,
chronology and proportionality of crimes in the former Yugoslavia, and relativizing the crimes by suggesting all
sideswere equally responsible.Milosevic, they declare,was “no different” fromFranjo TudjmanofCroatia andAlija
Izetbegovic of Bosnia, “all of whomwhipped up communalist hatreds and carried out violent attacks onminorities
within their own territories.” This of coursewasprecisely the cynical line of shuttle diplomats and foreignministers
determined to evade this “problem from hell,” this “humanitarian crisis a long way from home, in the middle of
another continent” (US Secretary of StateWarren Christopher’s charming lines, evocative of Chamberlain). “Here
you have atrocities on all sides,” intoned Christopher, andWorldSoc agrees.

But the reality is that according to every credible analysis, Milosevic’s movement fomented ethnic conflict,
started the wars and perpetrated the far greatest proportion of crimes. [20] Croatia’s Franjo Tudjman incontro-
vertibly shared responsibility with Milosevic, though historical nuance requires that we recognize him as a lesser
player, an opportunist who followed Milosevic’s lead and who likely only escaped the Hague Tribunal by dying of
cancer.

In contrast, Izetbegovic ran a campaign in the 1990 elections based onmaintainingBosnia’smultiethnic,multi-
religious character; moreover, along withMacedonia’s Kiro Gligorov, he attempted to negotiate with the other Yu-
goslav republican leaders to reach a compromise that would save the country by allowing for a loose federation (a
solution that Milosevic scuttled). Izetbegovic surely had his flaws, but all politicians are not exactly the same. Even
as Radovan Karadzic’s Serb party was arming itself with Milosevic’s help, and obviously preparing to destroy the
country, and as the Yugoslav army was constructing artillery emplacements around Bosnian cities, Izetbegovic
refused to prepare for war and insisted on working for peace—arguably to the point of criminal naivete and neg-
ligence. Throughout the Bosnian war he continued to insist on Bosnia’s multiethnic character—which, in fact, as
anyonewho has bothered to pay attention to the rich history of that tragic place, is at the core of authentic Bosnian
identity, whether Muslim, Roman Catholic, Orthodox, Jewish, atheist, or other.

Many BosnianMuslims, and the Bosnian government as well, did eventually tend to retreat to an exclusive na-
tionalist position. Bosnia’s desperate, besieged defenders also sometimes fought back dirty, and certainly commit-
ted war crimes, though on amuch smaller scale than their adversaries. Every army does in war; even Spanish anar-
chists committedwar crimes.Butwhere can theBosnianMuslimsand supporters ofmultiethnicBosnia reasonably
be said to have besieged and starved and bombed towns of Serbs?Where is the Serb Sarajevo, or Gorazde? Consid-
ering that BosnianMuslimswere being killed on the basis of their alleged identity by Serb andCroat ethno-fascists,
it should not surprise us that retaliation happened, that in some cases prisoners weremassacred or civilians killed
and driven out of their villages, that Serbs were killed in the enclaves by individuals bent on revenge; what should
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surprise us is how much the Bosnian Muslims resisted being reduced to the ethno-nationalist blueprint the Serb
and Croat nationalists had imposed on them, and how relatively little they engaged in such practices. To equate
Izetbegovic with Milosevic is to betray not only the victims of genocide, to betray Bosnia’s ideal of multiethnic
harmony, but to betray the very principles of internationalism, peace and justice that human beings will need to
survive in this newmillennium.

More than a show trial
Iwrite this in late July, seven years from thedays thatMilosevic’smarauderswere slaughtering someeight thou-

sand unarmed Muslim men and boys, as well as some women and children, at Srebrenica, after a long, grinding,
ferocious siege of the town. Nowhere in APR will the puzzled reader learn about them. Instead we are harangued
by the chief architect of these crimes for the “light” his testimony purportedly offers. In a defense evocative of the
murderer of his parents who asks formercy because he is an orphan, thismonster declares that “the very charge of
the Security Council—genocide, crimes against peace, war crimes, or crimes against humanity—demonizes any
person thereafter accused.” According to this twisted, Kafaesque logic-in-reverse, accusation itself signals his in-
nocence and the tribunal’s illegitimacy, and therefore “its prisoners … should be released.” Is this APR’s point? Shall
anarchists and others fight for the release of the butcher of Srebrenica and other war criminals? Shall they join his
defense committee, this coven of stalinist hacks and bewildered others whose grunting polemics are disseminated
on APR editor TomWheeler’s e-mail list? Does a consistent anti-imperialism require us to show our solidarity with
the executioners, and our indifference to their victims?

Or is it APR‘s point, asWorldSoc avers, quoting with approval another capitalist media bastion, Britain’s Finan-
cial Times, simply that “there is more than a whiff of victor’s justice about the proceeding”? Does that make the trial
wholly illegitimate? I am not sure how APR distinguishes the lies from the light.

According to WorldSoc, compared to Nuremberg, the current Hague tribunal is a “mockery of justice.” Not
only is the scale far different (which though true does not invalidate charges of genocide), Nazi victims “were not
simply casualties of war or civil war, but rather the victims of an organized and systematic effort to exterminate
entire classes and races of people.” This of course is the very thing that the Hague Tribunal, even without access
to many internal government documents, should be able to demonstrate about Milosevic’s project, which in some
aspects was largely accomplished: that it was “an organized and systematic effort to exterminate entire classes and
races of people” from the lands Greater Serb politicians coveted and conquered. [21]

The Milosevic trial, like the entire Western intervention in the Balkans, is too little and disastrously too late.
The Nazi regime had already been destroyed when some of its leaders were tried and punished. Today, significant
vestiges ofMilosevic’s project remain intact. Serbia is riddledwith individuals and institutions that played a signif-
icant role in territorial conquest, brutality andmassmurder. The 1995 Dayton Accords also ratified the destruction
of the Bosnian synthesis and the conquest of territory through ethnic cleansing by recognizing the ethno-exclusive
BosnianSerb “entity,” a functioningproduct of genocide.AsRusmirMahmutcehajichasobserved, for themostpart
Bosnian Muslims now live only in those areas of Bosnia where they were able to defend themselves. Everywhere
else they and their culturalmonuments and institutions were swept away and “disappeared” by the Serb andCroat
ethno-fascist armies. [22] Despite the terms of the agreement, and in contrast with the Albanian Kosovars, hardly
any Bosnian Muslims have been allowed to return to their homes.

This entity must be abolished, and themassive denial in Serbia reversed before an honest coming to terms can
be achieved. Leftists in theWest who participate in genocide denial and directly or indirectly championMilosevic
and his cronies by promoting his claims undermine that necessary process. [23]

Ultimately, from an anarchist point of view (which is by definition a kind of “ultimate” view), neither the mass
murderer in the dock nor the governments accusing him are legitimate. Anarchists desire not a world of courts,
but one founded on freedom, peace, justice, and thewhole truth. But this world is complex; humility and humanity
require thatwe recognize that therefore some aspects of the dominant paradigmand our counter-paradigmsmust
at times inevitably converge.
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In this vein, I have to say Iwas pleasedwhen aKKKassassinwas recently found guilty in Birmingham, Alabama
of killing four little girls and injuring others in the bombing of the 16th Street Baptist Church back in 1963. Again,
it was too little, too late; even worse, the rich and powerful of Birmingham, who had incited the mostly lowly KKK
thugs to terrorize Birmingham blacks and their allies, escaped both scrutiny and justice. Such trials tend to foster
the illusion that things have changed, when fundamentally they have not; but they also, paradoxically, prove that in
some other sense things have changed since 1963. As uncertain as that gained groundmay be, I refuse to surrender
it, to return to 1963. I amwilling to live with that paradox, and so I didn’t protest the FBI or the police or the courts
on that one. I felt some relief, and some sense of vindication for the victims. I say this not only because serious
injustices and justice are often wound up in the same skein, but because there is more important work to be done.
Hence APR’s gift to Milosevic, this clumsy attempt at counter-spin in the interest of “free speech,” offends both
one’s sense of humility, and humanity. Toomany people have suffered and died, toomuch cultural patrimony and
historical promise have been lost, to respond to such folly with anything but the disappointment it has caused, and
the contempt it deserves. [24]

The Hague Tribunal is clearly something much more than a mere victors’ show trial; the institution itself has
proven to be an amalgam of power and justice, of imperial military authority and the authority of conscience that
has motivated activists, human rights workers, jurists and others to struggle to create international standards of
justice and to see them enforced. [25] As an anti-authoritarian, I generally leave it to others to attempt to impose
even humane international norms; I am enough persuaded by Ellul’s intransigent logic to choose not to lend my
own meager resources to such ventures. But from an anti-statist perspective, the whole Balkan debacle has been
a series of impossible choices—ambivalent, human choices. When Milosevic is convicted, as he will likely be if he
doesn’t choose Tudjman’s way out, it will also be far too little, but it won’t be all bad. His victims, too, will have had
some say; decency and the fate of the victims both require that one not stand in the way.

Surely, whatever the outcome of this trial, the truth should be clear enough. If there is a “whiff of victor’s justice”
about it, without it there might be no justice at all.

Thanks to Lorraine Perlman, Roger Lippman, Peter Lippman, Sunfrog Jazz, and Peter Werbe for their com-
ments and suggestions on this essay.
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